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PTC Commissioners mostly agreed there are special circumstances or 
conditions affecting the property, especially:

● The legal description of Lots 1 and 2 that are written and referenced 
in our deeds and titles bisect the existing dwellings

● The special circumstance or condition affecting our property is that 
both houses exist and have been oriented in the manner that they 
exist

Preliminary Parcel Map Exception Findings  



Some of the PTC Commissioners agreed that:

1. The granting of the exception will not be detrimental to the public 
welfare or injurious to other property in the territory in which the 
property is situated and 

2. The exception is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a 
substantial property right of the petitioner(s) and 

3. The granting of the exception will not violate the requirements, goals, 
policies, or spirit of law.

Preliminary Parcel Map Exception Findings  



● PTC Commissioners asked whether the buildings should have been 
allowed to be built in the first place moving lots from College to Yale

● PTC Commissioner Templeton remarked that she doesn’t think that 

“whether we do or don’t split this lot will NOT affect the vision of the City’s 
goal to build more housing and increase the density in residential 
neighborhoods.” She thought “Staff had not sufficiently presented that a lot 
split will cause a devastating catastrophic downstream effect.”

PTC Commissioner’s Comments



● “Mistakes or ‘missed steps’ were made sometime in the history of this 
lot, and of this parcel, and the building of what was meant to be a 
multi-family property.” 

● “There were a whole bunch of things that the City of Palo Alto allowed 
to happen.”

-PTC Commissioner Templeton 

PTC Commissioner’s Comments



Granting 2-substandard lots in College Terrace does not present a problem.

PTC Commissioner Chang affirmed that nonconformity in College Terrace, one of the oldest sections 
in the city, does not present a problem, especially as the buildings already exist and there are 5 
substandard lots within one block of the property. 

PTC Commissioner’s Comments
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Proposed Line

City Council can rectify the problem with a simple lot division

Rectify the Problem



Historical Overview
● Due Diligence: Prior to purchase, SC County Tax Assessor assured us that our homes are 

not duplexes as permitted, which City would correct for two owners in two separate 
detached homes under separate title and deed.

● Complications: Both parties signed multiple TIC agreements with developer and twelve 
(12) investors expecting they would be rescinded after permitting issue was clarified.

● Subdivision map: PTC drew on an 1865 map with no infrastructure to deny our application 
insisting our property amounts to non existing legal lots in 100+ year old subdivision.

● Records???: City does not know if lots ever had separate deeds since 1800, but if proven, 
agreed to approve our application (Microfiche lot-related documents ended in 1987).



Historical Overview
● False premises: City claims we live in a duplex with a shared wall. PTC claims lots are not legal. Look at 

our homes. Look at the law. Government code Section 66412(d) states otherwise.

● Lack of records: Planning Department proffered no substantive records on this property. A public record 
request was initiated and only revealed the final Plans for the development.

● Clear as day: We are two owners not connected economically or otherwise. We purchased each home 
separately and one month apart. 

● Economic bind: The TIC agreement is problematic and prevented prospective buyers of 2147 Yale 
moving forward with a purchase in the summer of 2021 when homes were selling fast. Originating 
attorney refuses to amend the TIC. TIC agreements were drafted by SF attorney using SF language & 
regulations, which differ from Palo Alto in regulation, application and financial implication.

● No foul: Our problem is unique as we are the only TIC in a RMD-NP zoning district. Our solution presents 
no precedent once resolved & requires no up-zoning or special consideration. No new map required.



A plea for the City’s help
● Our property made problems for both residents and the City

● Both residents and the City made mistakes with this property

● Now it’s taking a human toll as one family would like to sell and 
the other family wants to stay indefinitely

● Given the loophole used to build and sell these two dwellings 
separately in 2011, both owners now must sell in unison with 
prospective buyer either a single investor or Stanford University



Solution
● Our plea: Please offer us a lot split enabling families to own our homes separately

● Conform: Treat existing Lot 1 and Lot 2 as legal and conform lots to titles

● No New Map: Our attorney laid out underlying legal issues to PTC, showing how 
lots could be split without requiring a new map

● Fairness: We appeal to Council’s sense of fairness so we can have same rights & 
privileges other Palo Alto residents enjoy

● No precedent: Given unique nature of problem created by both City and residents, 
we ask for no special treatment and in doing so create no ill precedents, and no 
new petitioners

 



● Secure tax, school, and housing benefits otherwise potentially 
passed to Stanford University if homes must be sold in unison.

● Corrects for a permitting discrepancy and aligns the lot lines to titles 
and deeds

● Restores property ownership rights and privileges to petitioners with 
no adverse effects on stakeholders

● Reaffirms the spirit of the RMD district and discourages loopholes of 
creating TICs to meet the one ownership zoning regulation.

By Approving this Application, 
the City of Palo Alto Will:



● City issued Duplex Permit #08000-00000-00136 for one person owner in 2008 

○ Developer built two detached homes ready for sale in 2010.

○ Developer was unable to sell to one owner, foreclosed on the property, and sold 
to 12 investors.

○ Investors sold to two separate families under TIC agreement (for which there is 
no City document #) in May and June of 2011. This was a loophole created to go 
around City rules without city consent or documentation. 

○ There is no mention of the word “DUPLEX” in either purchasing documentation

● New buyers in 2022 refused to sign TIC agreement for 2147 Yale

○ As a result, lender to 2149 deemed their house a “non performing” asset and 
collateralized additional assets against his loan

● Both properties are not eligible for home equity lines of credit, competitive mortgage 
rates, or sale separately under TIC agreement. 

Palo Alto city residents should enjoy property ownership rights and privileges:



Zoning regulations in RMD-NP district constrained developer to sell the 
duplex to a single owner
1) False loophole: Created to go around City rules without city consent or documentation 

2) Purchasing agreements: No mention of duplex whatsoever

3) Single lot deeded separately since 1800? 

○ Feasible for City to assume at least one instance of a single lot on parcel deeded 
separately extinguishing PTC’s statutory arguments

Delete this slide but preserve 1800-1977 single lot deed language
Why Application Should be Approved


